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Abstract: The tracking of tourist movements is an essential aspect in the management of sustainable
tourist destinations. The current information and communication technologies provide innovative
ways of collecting data on tourist movements, but it is still necessary to evaluate tools and methods
of study for this challenge. At this point, mobile technologies are the best candidate for this task.
Given the relevance of the topic, this paper proposes a mapping science analysis of publications
on “movement of tourists” and “traceability.” It has been carried out in the two main sources
WOS and SCOPUS. The term “traceability” is brought from industry and technology areas
to be applied to the tourist movement/mobility tracking and management. The methodological
scheme is based on a selection of search criteria with combinations of terms. The sources of specialized
information in applied social sciences and technology were then selected. From there, the searches
have been executed for their subsequent analysis in three stages—(I) relevance analysis filtering
the results to obtain the most pertinent; (II) analysis of articles with similarity thematic, authors,
journals or citations; (III) analysis of selected papers as input for the mapping analysis using
Citespace. The automatic naming of clusters under the selected processing confirms that the analysis
of movements is a valid scientific trend but research-oriented from the perspective of traceability
is non-existent, so this approach is novel and complementary to existing ones and a potential
contribution to knowledge about tourist movements. Finally, a set of methodological considerations
and a classification of information capture tools are proposed. In this classification, mobile technology
is the best option to enable tourist movement analysis.

Keywords: tourist movements; traceability; science mapping; tools; citespace; review; bibliometric;
planning; pedestrian; mobile; technology

1. Introduction

From the sustainability point of view, the study of tourist movements as part of tourist behavior
allows us to understand the movement of people through space and time. This concept is currently of
high interest as a potential income for planning and control and also to allow better optimization of
their carrying capacity and an improvement in the use of resources, facilitating both their management
and their organization with its impact on sustainability. This impacts on transport and the available
infrastructure; also the functions of seasonality and the maximum use of the resources generated
by the visits. According to the work of Tiwari, Kaushik and Jagwani [1,2], the information obtained
from the studies of tourist movements is useful for the analysis of carrying capacities, for traffic
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planning, as well as for locating advertising and planning itineraries. The origin of this type of studies
goes back to 1933 when Ogilvie envisioned the necessity of the study of tourist movement for future
investigations in tourism. However, it was in the 1990s, when the concept and the space-time
relationship in destinations began to be investigated.

Despite the importance of the study of the tourist movement, there are no formally proposed
methodologies, although there are several tools that allow both the capture of data and the process of
analysis of the same. In fact, in Reference [3], they claim that, due to methodological inadequacies,
many of the existing studies have limitations. In this sense, many works are focused only
on the intra-destination mobility of tourists, leaving aside the study of mobility in combination
with facts and experiences. Some are about the simulation of agents [4] and pedestrian analysis [5].
Some others analyze technological alternatives of tracking [6,7], reference [8] with their proposed micro
and Macro alternative or References [9,10] with their studies of movements from multiple sources.

Beyond the use of new technological tools to capture data, research in tourism requires
methodologies to obtain and analyze data with a higher spatial and temporal resolution and to take into
account that most of the tools currently used present severe problems of invasion of tourist’s privacy.
This also makes it necessary to consider alternative tools to obtain data on the tourist movements,
avoiding such invasion.

In line with the above, the present study considers that the study and analysis of the concept
of traceability can provide additional information and is useful for the traditional study of the
movement of tourists. Traceability refers to the set of actions, measures and technical procedures
that allow to identify and record each product from beginning to the end of the marketing chain [11].
Other authors [12] define it as the ability to follow (in real-time) or to rebuild (off-line) the path
of an individual or compound product. Specifically, the inclusion of this concept may be interesting
for the capture of data that allows knowing the movements of the tourists in a destination.

Therefore, the focus of this work lies in two aspects—the study of the main works on tourist
movement and to apply methodologies of traceability. Although the literature has studied
the movements of tourists from different perspectives such as consumer behavior, geography,
sociology or technology extensively, resulting in a variety of technological tools which allow us
to understand how tourists move in a destination [13], the existing literature does not contemplate
the use of traceability methods. This research aims to broaden the knowledge about additional methods
on the study of tourist mobility and to go beyond the already applied technological tools (GPS, NFC,
RFID, APPS, among others). Thus, an in-depth review of the study of the mobility of tourists based
on traceability methodologies will help to answer the following research question—can traceability
methods be applied to the study of tourist mobility?

The results of the work reveal that the theme of movement analysis implies a valid scientific
trend, but there is no research-oriented with the traceability approach. In this way, it can be affirmed
that, in the first instance, it is possible to integrate the concepts “tourist movements” and “traceability”
to contribute to the enhancement of the processes and tools that have so far been applied in the study
of tourist movements. In this sense, the interest to introduce the concept of traceability in the study
of tourist movements goes beyond the use of a specific tool for the capture of information. It focuses
on a whole methodology that, with its characteristic elements, can contribute to the improvement
of the methodological approaches used so far, also helping in the solution of problems related
to the accuracy and validity of the data collected with the traditional tools and those existing so far.
Finally, all those results contribute to a reliable understanding of the field as a promising element
of tourist behavior.

2. Literature Review

The review of the literature presented below analyzes the two key concepts addressed in this
paper—“tourist movement” and “traceability.” The objective is to clarify both terms to carry out the
science mapping analysis and to study their results.
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2.1. Conceptualization of Tourist Movement

Movement or mobility is a significant element in tourism research and especially in sustainable
tourism research [14–18]. Movement represents a key aspect, since it is the one that allows us to travel
from a place of origin to a chosen destination [5], and also to move within a destination. The first
authors to report observations of tourists and their movements in defined environments using
hidden observation and interview to trace the movements of the travelers who visited Salzburg
(Austria) [19]. Other works such as Fennell [20] study the Shetland Islands, UK, through a methodology
called “space-time budgets,” which focused on how tourist groups use facilities, attractions,
transport and accommodations in a particular area of study.

Other studies related to tourist movement have considered tourist travel patterns
(patterns of movement and tourism styles in urban destinations) [21]. The topological characteristics
of tourists behavior, in a group approach [22]; and, in a similar sense, Reference [23] explored urban
transport and behavioral modeling of tourists to identify the explanatory factors that influence
tourism movements.

From a marketing point of view, part of the importance of studying tourist movements
is the knowledge of their behavior, which [22] contains diverse information that is useful
for the development of marketing policies and services. On the other hand, the information obtained
from these studies can be helpful in the elaboration of scenarios in terms of prediction of tourist
visits and the effects of advertising, giving a possible idea of how a city will visit and the possible
measurement of the effect of localized advertising [24].

Regarding sustainability, and sustainable development as part of it, it is relevant to understand
the behavior of visitors in a particular tourist area since the spatial and temporal patterns of visitors
affect the planning [25,26] and management [27,28] of destinations. They provide information
on infrastructure needs, transport and new product development [29]. Even such studies would
help to control the massification of destinations, considering when tourists perceive that a destination
is crowded. Destination Managers (DMOs) should consider mobility studies as a strategic component
when formulating comprehensive and effective public policies to guide destination planning on issues
related to transport and sustainable tourism in general [30]. This means, as mentioned above,
their satisfaction decreases and the sustainable development of the destination gets worse [31].
The work done so far has focused on studying the tourist movements between destinations,
and their place of residence [32–36]. Others have analyzed particular cases, mainly parks or natural
areas [13,37–40].

From the transport point of view, the study of tourist movement is critical because of its possible
influence on the planning of the same, to avoid congestion; and also to manage the destination’s
load capacity, as presented in Lew and Albrecht [41–46]. From the administration and management
of a destination point of view, studies have focused mainly on the analysis of the behavior of tourists,
based on information on the movement of flows [47,48]. Other works focus on information and help
tourists in specific places such as natural parks, depending on the cases [49–54] or for decision-making
regarding infrastructure congestion and overburden in natural areas [55–62]. The different perspectives
from which the mobility of tourists has been studied give us more in-depth knowledge on the subject.
However, even today, it is necessary to establish methodologies that support the decision-makers of the
DMO in the management of their tourists’ movements. Below are different approaches to traceability
as a new prism for this type of studies.

2.2. Conceptualization of Traceability

The concept of traceability, as mentioned above, refers to the identification and registration
of products along the entire marketing chain [11,63–66]. The traceability of products arose due
to scandals and problems worldwide by the management of various types of food [67–71]. From these
events, it has been necessary to advance food traceability systems to increase end-user confidence [72,73].
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There are different approaches on types of traceability; some authors consider that the traceability
can be horizontal or vertical—horizontal, to be able to trace some characteristics between models
of a different class and vertical, to trace elements within the same model—this orientation is applicable
within computer models [74]. Another approach considers chain traceability and internal traceability;
the first is given along discrete steps of the logistic chain and the internal one within those steps [75].

For Kim, Fox and Gruninger [76], the center of traceability is termed the traceable resource
unit and traceability is based on the relationship between them. To this concept, Moe [75] adds that
the elements to be drawn up must have a unique identification. Subsequently, Storøy et al. [77] base
their proposal on similar elements but add that it is relevant to identify and record the transformations
of the items to be drawn. In Keller and Niuttgens [78] later taken up in Ziemann, Werth, Matheis,
and Kahl [79], Kiepuszewski, ter Hofstede and Van der Aalst [80], Van der Aalst, ter Hofstede,
and Weske [81] and Van der Aalst [82] propose to treat traceability based on the processing of events
that contain elements such as functions, events and logical connectors between events.

Traceability Analysis Methodologies and Tools

The majority of traceability references are based on data processing schemes or management
of enabling technologies; there are few existing references, from the point of view of the process as such,
although they have elements in common. In relation to the methodologies, the following paragraphs
analyze some references that may be of interest for this work:

• Business process reengineering of a supply chain and a traceability system: This methodology,
proposed by Bevilacqua, Ciarapica, and Giacchetta [83] is particular for the traceability of plants
and defines it as the process of analyzing the Logistic chain and network. This methodology
suggests redefining the logistic chain in three large blocks: Labeling block, block of traceability
applications and block of data accumulation.

• Best practices in traceability of the EAN Belgium: The EAN Belgium report [84], suggests six
steps to implement a traceability system, ranging from preparation to internal audit and testing
(which involves the own analyses of pilot implementation and their possible incorporation
of a permanent way in the logistic chain).

• GS1 Global Business Language: GS1 is the organization that currently promotes and coordinates
the processes for product labeling in logistics chains and traceability of food products,
has proposed a general 10 step and three general stages model applicable to each logistics
chain. It has developed specific implementations for the health sector [85], for the fruit chain [86],
and for the Wine chain [87]. The suggested stages are preparation, planning and implementation
or operation.

• BRIDGE project methodology: The BRIDGE project (Building Radio Frequency Identification
for the Global Environment) [88] was a project funded by the European Commission under
the Sixth FP6 Framework Program between 2006 and 2009 [89]. The objective was research,
Implementation, and development of solutions based on EPCGlobal, for several logistics chains
in Europe. This project proposes a methodology for the implementation of traceability systems
focused on EPC (Electronic Product Code).

• Framework for choosing an auto-ID technique in the supply chain. Ilie-Zudora et al. [90], based on
a systemic review of multiple references, propose six steps, within two levels on which to address
the problem of specifying, developing and integrating identification solutions for traceability
purposes. The defined levels are a strategic level and a technical level. At the strategic level,
decisions are analyzed at the level of requirements on what is needed and can be implemented
later at the technical level.

• Link-All project [91,92], funded by the European Commission under the @lis program
of cooperation between Europe and Latin America between 2003 and 2006 and developed
among 17 partners from Latin America and Europe. Its objective was to provide and assist
five pilot companies in the sectors of handicrafts, ecotourism, and culture, in 5 Latin American
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countries with innovative technological tools. This project developed several tools for the internet
and mobile devices, and a methodology for traceability applicable to small logistics chains,
emphasizing in the crafts [93]. This methodology defines some areas of the organization that
are impacted by traceability processes such as infrastructure, software applications, processes,
and human talent. Subsequently, it describes four states in which organizations can be found,
concerning the adoption of essential traceability systems but not only in RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification). These levels are apprenticeship, experimentation, evaluation, and adoption

In order to develop a traceability system, it is necessary to determine the identification systems,
which are used to manage information relating to persons and objects, for which magnetic, optical,
sound and printed forms are used. Among the possible enabling technologies we find electronic
vision, bar codes, and RFID. Generally, these systems require two fundamental components—a
codified element containing the information (processed data following some pre-established standard
or pattern) and an element capable of recognizing the information; for example, to use a GPS
as a data capture tool, a GIS (Geographic Information System) is required to process the collected
data. Thereafter, the reader equipment communicates with a processing unit such as a computer,
or to a mobile device connected to a data network, where various processes are performed. Initially,
the data are decoded, that is, they become information understandable for the machines, then access
to services that interpret the information and use of specific processing services as the case. For this,
there are currently standards and technologies which are described throughout this section.

The EAN-UCC, currently EPCGlobal [94] is the leading global organization in the supply
and demand chain, the EAN-UCC standard from which it comes, has been established as the best
practice for traceability [95], and which is a virtually unique and international standard for product
identification and the exchange of information of member organizations. Belonging has the advantages
of performing traceability with standards, it is the support of a third party, in ensuring compatibility
between the different partners in the logistics chain [96]. Among the best-known technologies are
bar code; Radio frequency identification (RFID) technologies (use EPC and the variation known
as NFC [97–99], designed for the identification of objects that have labels that can be read by mobile
phones); Global Positioning Technologies-GPS and Internet of Things [100,101].

From the review of the literature, it can be inferred that there is no single traceability system
but that it depends on the element to follow, the regulatory aspects that must be met according
to the country, region or type of product. Among the elements common to all referents are
unique identification, the administration of links or relationships between the units to be identified,
the recording of information and communication of the same.

Methodologically, none of the studies carried out to date use the term traceability for the study
of tourist movements. Although tracking and tracking tools are used, they present different problems
and disadvantages, which require attention for future research in tourism. In this way, the study of both
concepts can contribute to a better knowledge of the methodological approaches used in the studies
carried out in both fields, also help in the solution of problems related to the accuracy and validity of
the data collected with the traditional tools and those existing so far. It is important to bear in mind
that, beyond the greater knowledge about tools for capturing information from tourist movements,
which may be similar or even used in other traceability studies, the study of both concepts may give
rise to a new methodology applicable to the study of tourist movements.

3. Materials and Methods

The present research takes a quantitative approach, based first on descriptive statistics from
the mainly bibliometric sources and further science mapping analysis. Borgman and Furner [102],
Grivel, Polanco, and Kaplan [103], Santhanakarthikeyan, Padma, Veeramani, and Ravikrishnan [104]
agree that bibliometrics and science mapping are a set of methods for quantitatively analyzing scientific
literature. Among the works that use bibliometrics and science mapping are those of Garfield [105],
who proposes a bibliographic system for the study of articles, based on its relevance and citation index.
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In addition, we defined the coupling between cited articles, which would then be known as co-citation,
which was previously worked by Small and Greenlee [106] and Marshakova [107].

Thus, science mapping allows us to describe, evaluate and follow research in a given field,
allowing us to analyze the impact of a particular subject, a set of researchers or a particular
document [104]. In the present work, the science mapping method will be used in order to explore
the research carried out on the movement of tourists and traceability. To present the information
collected in a structured way when applying the different science mapping methods in a scientific
investigation, it is important to use graphical representations of the connections that may exist.
It becomes one of the elements that concretizes and demonstrates the usefulness of this evolution
of bibliometrics field [108–112].

The most relevant software tools for this analysis and mapping we found are Bibexcel
by Persson [113], Citespace II by Chen [114], CitNetExplorer de Eck and Waltman [115],
Leydesdorffs Software [116], Matheo Analyzer [117], Sci2 Tool [118], SciMat [119], ScientoPy [120]
or VOSViewer [110]. Between all these tools, we found the most used is Citespace with some
cases applied to tourism research as in References [121–124]. This software facilitates the analysis
of trends in scientific research based on the analysis of bibliographic references. It allows the detection,
analysis and visualization of different patterns of their behavior, which can be represented by graphs
and networks that can be constructed from bibliometric data such as authors, co-authors, institutions,
countries, keywords, citations, among others; this visualization can be given in the form of clusters
or timelines.

The importance of using this type of science mapping tools lies in covering the need to handle
a wide range of bibliographical references, given their breadth and heterogeneity; that is, the volume
of data on a subject, area or scientific discipline is such that, today, for its management, higher processing
capacity is required; the relations between them are not evident, under the primary literature analyzes
that the documentary investigations carried out until recently. Also, science mapping is a fundamental
tool for clarifying trends that are necessary to highlight the significance and relevance of a research topic.

In order to fulfill the main objective of this work, it is important to define the steps that involve
all the activities necessary for such an analysis and to know the degree of innovation and contribution
to knowledge. In this way, we propose a scheme based on the science mapping revision, starting from
the selection of search criteria and sources of information, through the search of statistics of the selected
sources and ending with the analysis of relevance.

3.1. Selection of Search Criteria

The selection of terms for the search in the sources of information, although it is extensive,
has the advantage of covering publications in tourist and non-tourist journals [125], which assures
a higher number of results that will have to be refined, deciding which contribute to the subject
of research. Taking into account the above, and considering that the purpose of this research is the study
of tourist movements and traceability, the selected key terms are related to three essential thematic axes:
traceability, movement, and tourism. To address these terms in the conduct of the search, we must
consider adjustments to them, to obtain the expected results.

For the term “traceability,” where no synonym is directly associated, equivalent terms such
as “tracing” or “tracking” will be selected; for the term “tourism”, terms associated with it will
be considered as “touristic” and “tourist.” Finally, for the term “movement,” there are synonyms
such as “flow” and “circulation,” which according to tourist theory are closer to economic studies,
which are far from the central topic of the present investigation and such a reason is decided to leave
the initial term. Based on the above terms and in order to focus the search on the main research topic,
it is decided to make combinations of the terms, and assign them a code (letters “a” to “h”), to facilitate
the presentation and writing of the analysis of the results, defining the following listing, in Table 1
of terms and combinations:
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Table 1. Search criteria based on terms combination for search.

Codification Term Combination

a Tourist + Traceability
b Tourist + Movement
c Traceability + Movement
d Tourist + Trace

3.2. Selection of Information Sources and Search

The literature review begins with a systematic survey of sources of on-line scientific information,
including journals and conference databases. We explored the most extensive databases of scientific
knowledge, such as Clarivate Web of Science and Scopus. We perform the search beginning the second
half of the year 2019 data for this year is considered partial. For the two databases, the search was
performed for all available years and only journal papers and conference proceedings, forming a
dataset of references.

The search for statistics in the sources of information mentioned in the previous section is done
taking into account the list of terms established in Table 1. For a better presentation and management
of the information, Table 2 shows the results found for the combination of words with the code assigned
for their identification:

Table 2. Search results for term combination.

Source a b c d TOTAL

WOS 10 1.249 278 538 2.075
SCOPUS 5 986 224 366 1.581
TOTAL 15 2.235 502 904 3.656

4. Results

The results of the search show that altogether 3.656 records were found in these two main
databases. The combination of words with the highest number of records was “[c]: tourist movement”
with a total of 2.235, followed by “[b] tourist trace.” Given the high number of publications found,
applying the search by combinations of criteria, the relevant relevance analysis was performed
by researchers.

4.1. Relevance Analysis

The relevance analysis consists of reviewing in detail the publications found and analyze if they
are related to the central theme of the research and if they are relevant. Table 3 presents the results
of relevant records, according to the search under the sources and criteria, previously defined.
At the search criteria level, the criterion with the greatest results is “[c] tourist movement.”

Table 3. Relevant references in searches of related terms.

Source a b c d TOTAL

WOS 1 116 0 17 134
SCOPUS 1 137 0 21 159
TOTAL 2 253 0 38 293

According to the results presented in the table above, Table 4 is designed, which relates the relevant
articles for each of the search criteria, without considering those that have previously been related
to other sources. Therefore the table only relates the relevant additional articles that were found.
The results with zero are also omitted.
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Table 4. Relevant references in searches of related terms.

Source Search Criteria Relevant Papers References

WOS [a] tourist traceability 1 [126].
[b] tourist movement 117 [3,6,13,21,23,29,53,54,61,127–234].
[d] tourist trace 17 [2,19,235–249]

SCOPUS [a] tourist traceability 1 [250].
[b] tourist movement 22 [24,47,251–270].
[d] tourist trace 3 [271–273].

4.2. Citation Volume

In first of the results that are shown next is the publication volume trend from 1981 to 2019.
Considering the information on the date of publication of the selected articles, the publication volume
trend of the selected works is observed; that is, the articles that were relevant to the investigation.
Figure 1 shows that “tourist movement” and its variants, at least within the sample selected as relevant,
began to appear in the research agenda in 2005, and with a relative sustained growth since 2010,
positioning itself as an up to date important topic.

Figure 1. Publications per year.

The analysis of citations consists of reviewing how many citations each of the articles that have been
selected as relevant, you can observe the trend in the publication and global citation around the subject.
For this analysis, the citations are used that are in the database of WOS and in Google Academic,
from which the following can be deduced: The number citations in Google Academic is higher than
in the WOS database because it collects various additional sources that do not include WOS. Citations
in WOS correspond only to articles classified in their own database. The trend in the top 10.

Finally, taking the 10 most cited articles in the two databases, which present a similar behavior
in their citation, are:

• Modeling tourist movements-A local destination analysis in A. Lew and McKercher [23],
related to a proposal of how tourists move by proposing patterns.

• Digital Foot printing: Uncovering Tourists with User-Generated Content in Girardin et al. in
Reference [166], related to a proposal of analysis of movements of tourists based on the multimedia
information and web activity that they generated.

• Movement patterns of tourists within a destination. Mckercher and Lau in Reference [21],
identified 78 discrete movement patterns in urban destination.

• Seasonal tourism spaces in Estonia: Case study with mobile positioning data. Ahas et al. in
Reference [131] showed the mobile positioning data is used to know the activities carried out by
foreign tourists in Estonia, which allows them to decipher their space-time movement

• Exploring the travel behaviors of inbound tourists to Hong Kong using geotagged photos.
Vu et al. in Reference [273] present a study using geotagged photos in Hong Kong.

• Tracking technologies and urban analysis. Shoval in Reference [6] presents a proposal aggregating
data from GPS receivers in the Old City of Akko (Israel).
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• Mining Travel Patterns from Geotagged Photos. Zheng et al. in Reference [149] investigate
spatiotemporal movements based in photos with tags.

• GPS as a Method for Assessing Spatial and Temporal Use Distributions of Nature-Based Tourists.
Hallo et al. [150] presents a study about GPS offers advantages over other methods.

• Understanding tourists’ spatial behaviour: GPS tracking as an aid to sustainable destination
management. Edwards and Griffin in Reference [139] presents a study with 154 participants using
GPS to construct and analyse maps.

• Time and Space in Event Behavior: Tracking Visitors by GPS. Pettersson and Zillinger in
Reference [3] present a study using GPS in the Biathlon World Championships 2008 in contrast to
other traditional technologies.

4.3. Most Cited References

For this analysis, we use the Citespace tool [274], used for the visualization and analysis of trends
in scientific literature, created by the information visualization expert Chaomei Chen of the University
of Dextrel. This tool is selected among others, given its gratuitous nature and the scientific support of it.
To make use of this tool, a Citespaceproject was created to perform a data preparation, which includes the
following activities:

1. Collection in WOS of the bibliographic formats (ISI flat format) of each of the articles selected
as relevant.

2. Since WOS only contains a fraction of them, use is made of the tool PoP Publish or Perish [275],
which delivers information from Google Scholar.

3. For items that are not in WOS, all fields corresponding to the number of times an item has been
quoted (TC field of files) are manually updated to obtain a standardized set of references that will
be analyzed by the tool.

In a first analysis of cited references, using a time scale between 1980 and 2019 (more complete
subset of references) with cuts every year and considering the twenty articles most cited by each
cut, Figure 2 is generated, which shows the network of references most cited within the selected
articles, under a co-citation analysis of references and grouped in clusters according to a common topic.
A cluster represents a grouping of similar elements in nature and type of analysis, but with different
characteristics when compared to other clusters.

According to the first two figures, corresponding to the network of co-citations of the most
cited references and the extraction of terms from the summary of clustered articles, a Sigma
analysis is performed. The Sigma analysis is based on an indicator of the tool, which has been
conceived as a measure of novelty within the reference space and which results, in the same order,
in the articles most cited by other authors and therefore, are relevant to the current research or are part
of the conceptual basis. They are:

• First and Repeat Visitor Behaviour: GPS Tracking and GIS Analysis in Hong Kong. See in figure
node with label MCKERCHER B, 2012 [276].

• A Social Network Analysis of Overseas Tourist Movement Patterns in Beijing: the Impact
of the Olympic Games. See in figure node with label LEUNG XY, 2012 [143].

• Movement Patterns of Tourists within a Destination. See in figure node with label MCKERCHER
B, 2008 [21].

• Understanding tourists’ spatial behaviour: GPS tracking as an aid to sustainable destination
management. See in figure node with label EDWARDS D, 2013 [139].

• Modelling spatio-temporal movement of tourists using finite Markov chains. See in figure node
with label XIA JH, 2009 [164].

• Tracking technologies and urban analysis. See in figure node with label SHOVAL N, 2008 [6].
• Exploring the travel behaviors of inbound tourists to Hong Kong using geotagged photos.

See in figure node with label VU HQ, 2015 [273].
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• Modeling Tourist Movements: A Local Destination Analysis. See in figure node with label LEW
A, 2006 [23].

• An analysis of visitor movement patterns using travel networks in a large marine park,
north-western Australia. See in figure node with label SMALLWOOD CB, 2012 [13].

• Intra-attraction Tourist Spatial-Temporal Behaviour Patterns. See in figure node with label
HUANG XT, 2012 [147].

Figure 2. References co-citation network.

Using Citespace, we generate the Table 5 for the conceptual analysis based on clusters and extracting
a sequence of terms from the abstracts and keywords from the references. This is based on three analysis
models analyzing the terms (concepts) from each reference:

1. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) that uses a mathematical technique to identify patterns in the
relationships between the terms.

2. Log-likelihood ratio or LLR1 based on the analysis of most common term or concept from
the references.

3. Mutual Information or MI based on the analysis of mutual dependence for terms as variables
of concepts generated from the references.

Table 5 indicates the terms groups in 11 clusters more relevant based on each model. The ID
is for clarification purpose from 0 to 10. The second column indicates the number of references in each
cluster and the third one presents the mean year of publication for each group. The blank spaces mean
that the model cannot process successful analysis for each cluster but all the clusters have at least one
successful processing.
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Table 5. Clusters generated based on three model of analysis.

ID Size Year LSI LLR MI

0 12 2014
graph theory; areas;
mountain; combining
gps tracking

backcountry skier; graph
theory; combining gps
tracking

anomalous urban mobility
pattern; semantic trajectories;
using genetic algorithm

1 11 2015
huashan; smart scenic
area management; travel
blogs;

tourism statistics;
empirical evidence;
multi-destination trip

using genetic algorithm;
unvisited tourist place;
anomalous urban mobility
pattern

2 10 2015
analysis; huashan; smart
scenic area management

using travel network;
large marine park; visitor
movement pattern

intra-destination visit;
transport mode; bivariate
probit model

3 5 2014
tourist sites; hiking;
roads

overseas tourist
movement pattern;
social network analysis;
olympic game

using genetic algorithm;
anomalous urban mobility
pattern; semantic trajectories

5 3 2017
tourist flows; southern
Italy; social media data

tourist flow; southern
Italy; mapping cilento

mobility; place; enchantment;
using genetic algorithm

Once the clusters are identified and the terms are extracted from the abstracts and keywords from
the references, we selected the Tf-idf model and process in a visualization network as presented in
Figure 3. The cluster with more size (cluster #0) is “Spatial behavior”, follow by cluster #1 related to
“Field Research” and the cluster #2 with the name “geo-temporal tracking.” The others cluster are
about specific cases, urban patterns, digital era topic.

Figure 3. Visualization of clusters generated using Tf-idf model.

4.4. Co-Citation Networks

Additional to previous analysis, we perform a co-citation analysis presented in Figure 4.
The relations between authors means the most frequent co-citation presented. These authors
with their main publications are Mckercher [21,43,167,252,277], Shoval [5,6,154,278], Lew AA [23,41],
Lau G [8], Xia [155,159,161,163,164,168]; Edwards D [139,279]; Leung XY [143]; Fennell [20];
Vu HQ [273], Ahas R [131,280,281] , Hallo [150]; Oppermann [34]; Leiper N [282]; Dietvorst A.G.J [283]
and Asakura Y [22].
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Figure 4. Author co-citation network.

Following the network co-citation analysis, another relevant element is the citation of journal
inside the selected references. Figure 5 shows the Journal co-citation network. In this figure we can find
the nodes with more size are “Annals of Tourism Research,” follow by “Tourism Management,”
“Tourism Geographies,” “Journal of Travel Research,” “Lecture Notes in Computer Science”
and “Math computer simulation.” It is relevant to highlight that most of these are classified mainly
as journals in particular topics of tourism but technological journals are gaining space.

Figure 5. Journal co-citation network.
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The last main analysis is based on keywords. In this point, we process the keyword proposed
by authors inside the references. Figure 6 shows the keyword network. We can find the nodes with more
size are “movement pattern,” “destination,” “tourist,” “movement,” “pattern,” “behavior,” “time,”
“space,” “GPS tracking,” and “network analysis.” These terms are present in the same part of the network.
The purple ring presented in some nodes means a significant turning point linking the analysis performed
and may have had significant influences on the development of the field in future.

Figure 6. Keyword network.

5. Discussion

The different research experience on tourism requires quantitative data in order to control tourist
flows and to analyze trends and perspectives. Although the boom in international tourism has
undoubtedly generated many benefits, this growth has also begun to cause problems—the large
number of visitors attracted by the main sights of tourist destinations has begun to be a concern
for the representatives of the DMO (Destination Management Organizations) [284] . The representatives
of the DMO must understand not only the movement of tourists in the destination but also the use
of the space and tourism resources needed in order to be more sustainable [285]. Specifically,
for the study of tourist behavior and therefore, their movement in space and time, there are no formally
proposed methodologies but there are several tools that allow both data capture and the analysis
of them. Different methodological considerations have been identified in Figure 7. These considerations
are classified into 2 groups, according to the moment of the information capture. In the first group,
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those cases whose data were taken at the same time of the visit to the destination; in the second group,
those cases where the data were collected after the visit to the destination or to the attractions.

Figure 7. Methodological considerations.

In group 1 the option A about “the spatial-temporal movement of tourist with GPS
trace” is widely developed in References [131,176,186,199,204,211,214,232,280,281,286–288]. In these
proposals, the mobile positioning data is used to know the activities carried out by tourists, which
allows them to decipher their space-time movement. This methodological consideration has a
considerable limitation related to invisible tourists, and this means the tourist turns on the telephone
but does not use it. Therefore, there are no records of their activity in the destination. Equally, it has a
disadvantage, the concern for the surveillance and the privacy of the user and problems can arise for
the access to the data, due to the professional secrets of the operators of the mobile telephony, which
lead them to hide figures. Finally, as an advantage, it can be mentioned that the data is especially more
accurate than questionnaires or accommodation statistics. This is the most wide type of study in last
five years.

In option B, the “distribution of space and time activities in destination from the registration
of mobile networks” is widely developed in References [165,225]. In those proposals are presented
an evolutionary approach for urban studies and a new method of urban monitoring called mobile
landscape. This is based on the location of data from mobile phones through GIS tools to study
activity in urban space and time. This allows evaluating the number of people moving in the city.
This methodological consideration presents as the main disadvantage, the invasion of the privacy of
the tourist, also, there may be problems with access to the data due to the privacy of the operators of
the mobile telephony. Finally, as an advantage, it can be mentioned that the data is especially more
accurate than questionnaires or accommodation statistics.

In option C “visitors registration using Bluetooth technology” is widely developed in
References [289,290]. In this proposal, authors try to demonstrate the potential of Bluetooth technology
for the registration of visitors in tourist attractions. It made use of this technology incorporated
into the mobile phones of tourists. This methodological consideration has its main disadvantage,
the non-distinction between tourists and residents of the destination, which can lead to a bias in the
information provided by the tool. It has the advantage of being anonymous since no personal data of
tourists is record. Therefore researcher can get more collaboration from them.
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In group 2, when the information is collected after the visit, the option D
“Patterns of tourist mobility, based on geolocalized photographs” is mainly developed in
References [128,149,157,230,240,243,266]. These studies are based on the database of tagged
photographs available on social networks. They are used to describe tourist mobility patterns
using location data recorded in each photograph of the different tourist sites of a destination.
The methodological consideration has as its primary advantage that it does not invade the privacy
of tourists because the photos are published by their own decision. This means that it does not
generate high collection costs because it takes data published on the internet and facilitates the
analysis of multiple tourist destinations. Despite its benefits, some drawbacks are observed in this
study. The sample only includes the travelers who decide to publish on the internet the photograph of
their trips. These travelers have different national and social characteristics that are not easy to classify
their publications on the web, which hinders the realization of a tourist profile. Finally, the published
photographs are correlated with the aesthetics of the place. This means that they stop publishing other
photographs that can give more information about the destination.

In option E about “movement of tourist based in geolocalized tweets” is mainly developed in
References [134,230,244]. It is based on taking information from a collection of geolocated tweets
from a specific area and reconstructing the movement of users. This is made through the trajectory
of the traveler through several locations. It is necessary to obtain an overview of the movement
of the users by obtaining temporal or semantic information. This methodological consideration has as
main advantages, the non-invasion of the privacy of the travelers and the low cost of the acquisition
of the data that is published on the internet. Despite its benefits, there may be a bias in the sample, since
it is limited only to consider those tourists who explicitly mention the sites visited in a destination.

In option F “analysis of movement pattern from travel journals” is mainly developed in
References [147,167,194,291]. The GIS software is used to analyze the information contained in travel
journals supplied to tourists. Authors propose to extract the patterns of movement according to the
declaration of the visit to one or several destinations. This methodological consideration has as its main
advantage that it does not invade the privacy of tourists because it has the voluntary collaboration of
visitors. The travel diaries contain real information about the visits made. On the contrary, given the
great effort required by a traveler to fill with the details of each activity. Few tourists are willing to
participate in this type of studies, being also a disadvantage that, there is considerable fluctuation in
the quality of information due to possible memory failures when recording the details of the visit.

In option G “Movement of tourist based on digital records” is mainly developed in
References [166,198,241]. In this alternative, the concept of the fingerprint is used as the trace of
such a person, before, during and after his visit to a city. Before the visit, these traces happen when
the tourist visits digital maps or travel websites about a particular destination. During the visit to the
destination, the fingerprint is stored when accessing wireless networks when using mobile phones.
After the visit, tourists publish photographs on the internet and add comments about them. All this
information is used to know the presence and movement of tourists in a destination. The combination
of tools and the accuracy are the principal advantage. On the contrary, it has several disadvantages.
The main one is the invasion of privacy. It is difficult to realize a profile of the tourist since travelers
have different nationalities and social characteristics, which are not identifiable with the digital records
that they leave in the visit to the destination.

In option H “tourist experience from travel stories available on blogs” is mainly developed in
References [198,259]. In this study, the authors used the concept of Netnography to analyze the stories
of tourists visiting a destination and thus build movements. Some advantages are that it is found to be
simpler and less expensive than traditional ethnography. The activities of the traveler are not affected
by observation. Finally, its main disadvantage is related to the non-representative sample, since not
all tourists visiting a destination publish their experiences on the web.

In option I “patterns of movement of tourist in a destination based on surveys” is mainly
developed in References [13,262]. In these studies, surveys are applied during specific periods to
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visitors. With this information, movement patterns are identified. The application of the survey can
provide a better level of detail than other methods. The disadvantages are in the difficulty of being
able to interview tourists. Another problem is the quality and quantity of the information collected.

In option J “models of tourist movements with Markov chain based on surveys” is mainly
developed in References [164,231]. This is a way of modeling the space-time movement of tourists at
the macro level. This makes use of the analysis of Markov chains. In this study, the authors demonstrate
how to calculate the probabilities of visiting a destination. As an advantage of this proposal, it uses
surveys as its information collection tool. It also presents the advantages and disadvantages of option I.

In option K “spatio-temporal behavior of tourist from the registration of a space-time budget”
is mainly developed in References [20,249]. This proposal focuses on how tourists use facilities,
attractions, transportation and accommodations in specific access areas. A survey is conducted based
on the place visited, the time of the visit and the time spent. One of the main problems is the quantity
and quality of the information collected, which depends on the capacity of the interviewees.

Table 6 presents a summary of advantages and disadvantages of the analyzed methodologies.

Table 6. Summary of advantages and disadvantages of the analyzed methodologies.

Methodologies Advantages Disadvantages

A. The spatial-temporal movement
of tourist with GPS trace

Decipher space-time
movement

Invisible tourists (turns on GPS but
does not use it)

More accurate data No access to user profile

B. Distribution of space and time
activities in destination from the
registration of mobile networks

More accurate Possible invasion of the privacy
of the tourist

Large number of people No access to user profile

C. Visitors registration using
Bluetooth technology

Is anonymous, does not store
personal data of users

The non-distinction between
tourists and residents

D. Patterns of tourist mobility,
based on geolocalized photographs

Not invasion of the privacy Only includes the travelers who
posted

Low collection costs Hard to create a tourist profile

E. Movement of tourist based in
geolocalized tweets

Not invasion of the privacy Only includes the travelers
who posted.Low collection costs

F. Analysis of movement pattern
from travel journals

Less privacy issues because
it is voluntary

Few tourists participate in due
to effort to fill in the details of each
activity
Fluctuation in data quality

G. Movement of tourist based
on digital records

The combination of tools and
the accuracy

The invasion of privacy
Difficulty in creating a tourist
profile

H. Tourist experience from travel
stories available on blogs

Simpler and less expensive
to collect

The non-representative
sample

The activities of the traveler
are not affected by observation

I. Patterns of movement of tourist
in a destination based on surveys

Provide a better level of detail
than other methods.

Difficulty to interview tourists
The quality and quantity
of the information collected

J. Models of tourist movements
with Markov chain based
on surveys

It uses surveys Difficulty to interview tourists
Provide a better level of detail
than other methods

The quality and quantity
of the information collected

K. Spatio-temporal behavior
of tourist from the registration
of a space-time budget

A survey is conducted based
on the place visited, the time
of the visit and the time spent.

The quantity and quality
of the information collected
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After reviewing the different methodological considerations, a classification of the tools used
in the different case studies for the capture of information is proposed below in Figure 8. Other studies
propose some classifications mainly based on the survey and alternatives of localization devices;
we propose a classification according to two variables: level of interaction or intervention of the tourist
and the level of incorporation or support in technology [5,98,99,128].

The first variable corresponding to the interaction or intervention of the tourist, located
on the horizontal axis, relates the necessary actions that are requested from the tourist to carry
out in a conscious and collaborative way, investing time and effort. On the contrary without the direct
intervention of the tourist, not beyond its activity within the destination. The second variable corresponding
to the level of incorporation or support in technology, located on the vertical axis, refers to the need for use
or intervention of a greater or lesser number of electronic devices, communications networks or processing
services for the capture of information.

Figure 8. Classification of information capture tools.

The tools located in the first quadrant relate a higher level of technology incorporation and a lower
level of interaction or collaboration of the tourist. Here we have geolocated tweets, activity logs
on mobile networks, the Global Positioning System (GPS) for mobile phones (Smartphone), geolocated
photos available on the internet, Bluetooth technology incorporated into mobile phones, Travel stories
published on the web, video surveillance and the Alge system.

In the second quadrant, there are those tools that demand greater support or technological
infrastructure, and more considerable effort from the tourists to generate the data; here you will find
NFC (Near Field Communication) technology and the Global Positioning System (GPS) in a separate
device. The third quadrant relates the tool that demands a lower level of interaction or collaboration
of the tourist, not to give consent to participate in the study, which in some cases may be null; and that
demands little infrastructure or technological support; here is located the direct observation. Finally,
the fourth quadrant relates those tools that require a higher level of interaction or collaboration
of the tourist and a minor incorporation or technological infrastructure, which in some cases becomes
null; here are located: interviews, travel diaries and surveys.
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Among the tools that have so far been used to track this movement are geolocated tweets,
activity logs on mobile networks, the Global Positioning System (GPS) for smartphones, geolocated
photos available on the internet, the Bluetooth technology incorporated in mobile phones, travel stories
published on the web, video surveillance and the Alge system, which have been analyzed from
the perspective of tourist interaction at different levels or the complexity of technology. The analysis
made allows to conclude that to obtain greater precision and detail of the data also more technology
is required, which implies higher costs for any initiative in this respect.

From the perspective of methods for visualization and analysis of data, GIS systems prevail
as an element for both visualization and processing. However, in recent years, there is a trend
to consider new information visualization forms as visual alternatives to communicate data from
tourism activity. As for alternatives of data analysis, we find the analysis of tourism statistics,
which does not report the movements. Other approach are discrete models, having more relevance
for the case of tourist movements, the Markov Chains. In general, beyond the use of new technological
tools to capture data, tourism research requires methodologies to obtain and analyze data with a higher
spatial and temporal resolution. Such methodology should also consider some tool that allows to obtain
data of the movements of the tourists avoiding the invasion of the privacy of the tourist.

6. Conclusions

The analysis carried out on the terms of tourist movement and traceability allows us to classify
two thematic cores: the movement of tourists and the tracking methodologies, as shown graphically
in Figure 9 where the terms are represented, Tourist, Geography, Time, Space and Movement, which are
at the intersection of the two sets. These concepts located at the intersection, can be studied from
the focus of the movements of the tourists or the tracking methodologies; the latter, mainly related
to the use of these terms in case studies.

Figure 9. Tourism movement and traceability classification concepts.

The science mapping analysis has allowed the identification of the studies that have so far been
developed around the analysis of the movements of the tourists as part of tourist behavior, and also
to trace the studies that have applied the concept of traceability to the tourism. The latter have been
non-existent, leaving a door open for future research to study the movement of tourists with traceability
methodologies. In this study, the Citespace tool has facilitated the obtaining of the results, given its
integrative nature of science mapping concepts and the graphic facilities.

In agreement with what Corral Marfil y Canoves found [125], this science mapping analysis
has allowed corroborating that the majority of publications on tourist subjects are in journals not
specialized in tourism like the case of the geography, where we can find much of the studies about
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tourists movements. However, by revealing with Citespace the most cited articles that constitute the
basis of the publications, all the references found as more relevant belong to journals related to tourism.

The rate of growth in publications shows a tendency to publish in this area, which has been
the most representative of the last decades, thus indicating that the study of the tourists’ movements
is a trend that is growing and becoming more relevant. The number of citations of the articles selected
as relevant shows the basis for research from various approaches. The citation network of authors
shows the trend of the most relevant publications, which together with the previous analysis of each
publication, confirms the pioneering work on the subject. The automatic naming of clusters under
the selected processing, confirms that the theme of movement analysis is a valid scientific trend,
but the research-oriented under a traceability approach is zero, so this approach is constituted as novel
and of potential contribution to knowledge.

In general, beyond the use of new technological tools to capture data, tourism research requires
methodologies that allow to obtain and analyze data with a higher spatial and temporal resolution.
As least intervention technologies from tourist area geolocated tweets, activity logs on mobile networks
and geolocated photos are part of the most promising ones. In mobile technology alternatives, the most
probable future will be marked with the combination of technologies as GPS, Bluetooth, and NFC.

The interest in introducing the concept of traceability to tourism goes beyond the use of a tool
to capture information and focuses on a methodology. Its characteristic elements can contribute
to the improvement of the methodological approaches used in other studies, also be helping
in the solution of problems related to the accuracy and validity of the data collected with the traditional
tools and those existing up to the date.

In a tourist destination the strategic decisions around the mobility of tourists are directly related
to the infrastructure and services, since without these it is difficult to carry out tourist activities;
these decisions have a positive or negative impact on the environmental, economic and social
sustainability of the destination [30]; therefore a proper management and planning of the destination
must consider not only meeting the needs of current residents and tourists, but also those of future
generations [292].

Tourist mobility methodologies can track devices to find out how different types of tourists
moved around each city [139]. All the people moving through the destination have considerable
impacts on the economy, society, and the environment. The fact that more mobility means more impact
on climate change [293] could be related to the movements in a tourism destination. In this way,
planners should be aware of the amount of tourist they can manage and the places they must protect
from that impact.

Finally, it is necessary to change the patterns of mobility into more sustainable ones. The study
of tourist movements as part of tourist behavior allows us to understand the movement of people
through space and time. The best way to do this is to create a system for measuring tourist traceability.
In this way, planning tools can be made available to planners that can improve the efficiency
of economic processes and control environmental and social impacts at each of the points of a most
significant influx of tourists. In this sense, it will be possible to reduce the harmful effects of the tourist
movement in terms of forecasting carrying capacity, for example, or to increase the positive ones,
with actions such as the enhancement of tourist value and the marketing of resources and products
with high demand. The next-generation of studies in this field could be enhanced with the introduction
of the traceability concept and the intense use of mobile technology so the relations of the tourist
with space can be managed with the mobile technologies found.
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